EMPLOYEE CASE STUDY
Name Igor Kozhushko

Current Role Regional Operations Manager

Autoclenz Journey
Igor started his career in 2007 as a Site Manager at ALD Car Supermarket
in Bristol and over the years remained in this role at various sites including
Howards and Heritage Groups in Yeovil and Avis Heathrow, which is the
largest in Europe.
In 2013 Igor was promoted to Account Manager and was successful in the
Role before being promoted again in 2019 to his current position of
Regional Operations Manager.

External Training Invested in by Autoclenz
IOSH Working Safely.

What are your own personal successes within
Autoclenz?

Internal Training completed

I have achieved a lot throughout the last 12 years with
the training and supported by Senior Management.

Equality & Diversity
Slips, Trips and Falls
Time Management
Winter Weather Awareness
Modern Slavery

Why would you recommend Autoclenz as a
great company to work for?
Autoclenz always provide equal opportunity for every
hardworking and honest team player to grow.

What is the main attraction for you staying
with Autoclenz for such a long period?
The opportunity for career progression and the
opportunity to grow, to learn and to be recognised.
The Senior Management always provide great
support and understanding of our personal needs.

How do you believe Autoclenz differentiates
itself from the competition?
Autoclenz are very compliant and treat all workers,
from the very top to the bottom, fairly. They provide
equal opportunities for everyone to grow and
progress and have brilliant recognition programmes
including forums and annual awards. Autoclenz are
very Health & Safety orientated.

Where do you see your future with Autoclenz?
I see myself on the Board of Directors, making very
important decisions as I know the business inside out
and always put so much effort into my job as if it’s my
own business.

What advice would you give anybody just
starting their own Autoclenz Journey?
Work hard, take every opportunity to progress, to
grow and to learn. Always be honest, genuine, decent
and punctual.

www.autoclenz.co.uk

